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Chisato Uno
Small Things
Gouache on paper
18.5 × 18 centimeters
The text is often misattributed to Mother Teresa.
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The editor’s letter . The culture of paper

Above: Instruction for pulling paper towels from a dispenser.

Above:
The famous handmarbled page from
The life and opinions
of Tristram Shandy,
gentleman by Laurence
Sterne. The novel was
published serially
between 1759 and 1767.
Beinecke Library,
Yale University.
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Opposite:
L’Afficheur (The Sign Poster) from Études
Prises dans le Bas Peuple ou les Cris de Paris:
Quatrième Suite, engraved by Anne Claude
Philippe de Tubières, comte de Caylus, after
a drawing by Edme Bouchardon.
Printed in Paris in 1742.
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
Harris Brisbane Dick Fund, 1953.

At the art college where I teach, the paper towel
dispensers in the bathrooms all bear a small
sticker (shown at left) that gives instructions
about how to pull the towels from their box. A
two-handed pull is recommended; one-handed
pulling is a no-no. Every time I see this sticker,
I find myself slightly amused. It’s an art school,
after all, and papers of all kinds should be our
stock-in-trade. I always pull with one hand, and
the paper never tears.
But then, I know paper. I know its tooth and
texture. I know how it wants to be stored or carried about the studio. I will take a sheet in my
hand, bend it, lift it into the air, and run my hand
across its surface. I feel its characteristics. Is it
soft and pulpy? Is it rigid and strong? Does it
have a clear grain direction? Trust me, I know
how to pull a paper towel from a dispenser, gripping it with my whole hand and giving it a gentle
tug. And I expect my students and colleagues
know how to do this just as well as I do.
Or do they?
I look at the way some students crush the
printouts they make for class. Poorly rolled,
kinked sheets emerge from backpacks and get
pinned onto the wall, tattered and beaten. It hurts
to see.
I like to demonstrate in class how to cut a
large sheet of art paper by folding it and using a
long metal ruler as a paper knife. A few students
will recognize what I am doing, but to most of
the room, it comes as something of a revelation.
I let them try it out. It takes time for them to stop
sawing at the fold and master the quick thwapthwap-thwap that makes for a clean cut.
I recently went to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art with a former student; he graduated last
year with a BFA. As we were looking at an 18thcentury Turkish calligraphy album, I remarked
on the fine marbled paper used in the book.
He was puzzled and asked, “What’s that?”
Maybe we don’t all know our papers after all.
***
Paper has been a fundamental part of my artistic
life since I was a lad. And when I began to study
calligraphy and lettering, I felt privileged to enter
the realm of fine papers. To browse at Falkiner
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European Lettering
Institute.
Lieve Cornil coaching
student Marina
Manniën, 2019.
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the practice and teaching of calligraphy.
For example, the brush pen has been used for
a long time for drawing manga. Now it has been
increasingly adopted by the younger generation
of lettering artists, many of whom do not have
formal calligraphy training. Unlike the ruling
pen, the brush pen is practical; it can be used at
any time and place. It does not need to be constantly reloaded with ink, and it can produce different results, creating regular and orderly marks
or making writing that is much more gestural.
The peculiarities of the brush pen have caused
young people to dedicate themselves to this tool
and the lettering styles it fosters. This has led
these same lettering artists to become interested
in studying the traditional styles of historical
calligraphy.
All fashions bring with them a number of
issues. As people without training in typography, calligraphy, or formal lettering have become
interested in written forms, this has generated a
distortion in the vocabulary related to calligraphy
and lettering. This situation causes a misapplied
and often confused terminology.

Lieve Cornil tackled the question with a reference to
shifts in fashion; as a teacher and practitioner, she
holds that the fundamentals do not change, no matter
what new developments arise in the field.
Lieve Cornil: It is difficult to say if I have really
seen the changes since I have been responsible
for many changes myself. I have had a very broad
and extensive training as a lettering artist, which
has helped me throughout my career to adapt,
to change, and to try out new things. At times, I
have been asked to try something new, and sometimes I simply wanted to. I was trained in a traditional way, using pens and ink, but I had to move
into digital design as soon as I started working—
now almost 25 years ago. I therefore switch easily
between manual and digital work, handwritten
letterforms and type. I use my own letterforms
and I use others people’s letterforms.
Yes, of course, styles have changed over the
past years, and people are indeed seeking different lettering “looks,” but this is not something
new. Fashion comes and goes, and so do lettering
styles. The essence of the work is still using the
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Above:
European Lettering
Institute.
Logo design for the
Rotsaert company.
Student: Jill Rotsaert
Tutor: Lieve Cornil

Right:
European Lettering
Institute.
Student Diego Vargas
trying Blackletter with a
very large marking tool.
Tutor: Lieve Cornil

Opposite:
Silvia Cordero Vega
Tokio
Watercolor, Japanese ink,
and FineTec pearlescent
color on paper
42 × 29.7 centimeters
The text is by the artist.

Both images above:
European Lettering Institute.
Written, drawn, and digitized letterforms.
Student: Ana Maria Sanabria Correa
Tutor: Lieve Cornil

Left:
European Lettering Institute.
Study of drawn Roman capitals.
Student: Marina Manniën
Tutor: Lieve Cornil
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Lynne Yun
A small bookmark made as a birthday
gift using colored paper, thread, and a
leather strap.

Below:
Said Dokins and Leonardo Luna
Heliografias de la Memoria
In collaboration with the photographer
Leonardo Luna, Said Dokins has been
producing an ongoing series of images using
light and long camera exposures. This image
was made in Leipzig, Germany.
Photo courtesy of the artists.
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The Energized Line
{

G A L L E R Y

}

Marks on a printed page are by their nature static, but some lines seem to pulse
with movement. We present here a gallery of work from four artists whose marks
are vivid, lively records of the dynamism of motion.

Left:
Louis Lemoine
A panel from
the series 3&66.
Scanned mark-making
on paper with digital
additions.
The project is a
collaboration between
the artist and his
grandsons.

This particular piece was created with my youngest grandson, Xavier. What I loved
about his lines and marks was the color choice and variety of line weights, which
make the lines very dynamic. Watching his little arms and hands move while creating his art is an added treat. He loves astronomy; this piece depicts the planet earth
and its moon. I added in layers of lettering using an Apple Pencil on my iPad, along
with a bit of typography.
—Louis Lemoine
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Opposite:
Michel D’anastasio
I Am Who I Am
Acrylic ink on paper
57 × 38 centimeters
The text is Exodus 3:14.
It is written in
Hebrew cursive.
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